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Citywide Bike Usage Prediction in a Bike-Sharing System
Yexin Li and Yu Zheng, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract — To operate a bike-sharing system efficiently, system operators need to accurately predict how many bikes are to be
rented and returned throughout the city. In this paper, we propose a Hierarchical Consistency Prediction (HCP) model to predict
the citywide bike usage in the next period. Firstly, an Adaptive Transition Constraint (AdaTC) clustering algorithm is proposed to
cluster stations into groups, making the rent and transition at each cluster more regular than those at each single station.
Secondly, a Similarity-based efficient Gaussian Process Regressor (SGPR) is proposed to respectively predict how many bikes
are to be rented at different-scale locations, i.e. at each station, each cluster, and in the entire city. Besides largely improving
the training and online prediction efficiency, our regressor considers external impacted factors, addresses the data unbalance
issue, and better captures the non-linearity in spatio-temporal data. Thirdly, we design a General Least Square (GLS)
formulation to collectively improve those obtained predictions via a mutual reinforcement way. GLS makes the final predictions
for rent more reasonable. Considering the causality between rent and return, a Transition based Inference (TINF) method is
designed to infer the citywide bike return demand based on the predicted rent demands. Experiments on real-world data are
conducted to confirm the effectiveness of our model.
Index Terms — Citywide bike usage prediction, Gaussian process regressor, Spatio-temporal dataset
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IKE-sharing systems are widely deployed in many
major cities, e.g. New York City, Paris and Beijing,
proving a healthy and convenient transportation mode to
citizens. A user can rent or return a bike at a random station by swiping her membership card, generating a bike
rent or return record, which includes her user ID, the bike
ID, the station name, and a timestamp.
As bike usage throughout the city is skewed, a system
always has some jammed stations, which do not have
enough free docks, and some starved ones, which lack
bikes, leading to customer loss. System operators try to
solve this problem via constantly repositioning bikes
among stations by trailer [15]. However, a real-time monitoring-based bike reposition strategy cannot tackle this
problem satisfactorily, as it is too late to take measures
after jammed and starved stations have already been observed, especially when large-scale reposition is required
(i.e. there is a long distance between the stations to load
and unload bikes). Therefore, accurate prediction for how
many bikes are to be rented and returned throughout the
city is necessary, based on which bike reposition can be
conducted in advance, i.e. delivering bikes from stations
which are predicted to be jammed to those that are predicted to be starved.
However, predicting the citywide bike usage accurately is very challenging for three reasons.
Firstly, being impacted by multiple factors, the rent
demand at each station fluctuates largely. Fig. 1 A) shows
the hourly rent demand at a random station in one week,
which confirms the above claim.
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• Time. Bike usage is largely impacted by hour of day
and day of the week, e.g. bike traffic in a city spikes in
morning and evening rush hours while collapsing in
other periods on weekday. However, we cannot observe rush hours at weekend or on a holiday as commutes are not necessary on these days.
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Fig. 1. Hourly bike demand and transition

• Meteorology. Outdoor riding is significantly impacted
by meteorology. Severe weather conditions prevent
customers from riding but to choose other transportation modes such as taxi and bus. Besides, increasing
outdoor temperature encourages more people to ride
while having a negative effect when it becomes too
high. Heavy wind is another negative factor for riding.
• Event. Unexpected events also largely affect bike usage.
An accident leading to a jam may encourage more
people to ride instead of taking taxi nor bus. A festival
celebration may lead to a sharp return-increase at stations surrounding the celebration area before the event
while a large rent-increase there after that.
Secondly, most transitions in a bike-sharing system
seem to be random trips. According to historical data
analysis, the transitions which averagely happened at
least once in the morning on each weekday in Apr. – Oct.
————————————————
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station ones. Random trip issue makes it hard to estimate
which station a rented bike is to be returned, thus hard to
predict the return demand at each station.
Thirdly, external factors impacting bike usage are unbalanced observed. As we can imagine, there are much
more sunny hours than the rainy ones. Similar issue also
exists between common hours and those with unexpected
events. Besides, the temperature and wind speed almost
concentrate in some ranges while rarely scatter at other
values. However, traditional machine learning methods
are trained to fit the major conditions while scarifying
accuracy under the minor ones. Separately training a
model under each condition makes the training data under the minor ones very sparse, which also compromises
the model accuracy.
Considering these challenges, we propose a Hierarchical Consistency Prediction (HCP) model to predict the
citywide rent and return demand. Our contributions can
be summarized into four-fold.
• An Adaptive Transition Constraint (AdaTC) clustering
algorithm is proposed to cluster stations into groups.
AdaTC iteratively clusters stations based on their geographical locations and bike usage patterns, obtaining
clusters with more regular rent and transition not only
than each single station but also clusters obtained by
other algorithms.
• We propose a Similarity-based efficient Gaussian Process Regressor (SGPR) to predict the rent demand at
different-scale locations, i.e. at each station, each cluster, and in the entire city. Besides largely improving
training and online prediction efficiency, SGPR considers impacted factors, addresses data unbalance issue,
and captures the non-linearity in spatio-temporal data.
• A General Least Square (GLS) formulation is designed
to collectively improve the obtained prediction at each
location. By GLS, the original prediction at each location mutually reinforce each other, thus to obtain more
reasonable and accurate results.
• We evaluate our model on real-world datasets from
New York City and Washington D.C. Our model outperforms eight baselines significantly.

2 MODEL OVERVIEW
This section defines some notations and terminologies
used throughout our paper and overviews the framework.
Tab. 1. Notations
Notation

Description

𝑆10
𝑆𝑘1
𝑆𝑘2
𝐿
𝑥𝑘𝑡
𝐿
𝑦𝑘𝑡

Entire system
A cluster where 𝑘 = 1, 2, … , 𝐾1
A station where 𝑘 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛
Check-out at 𝑆𝑘𝐿 in period 𝑡
Check-in at 𝑆𝑘𝐿 in period 𝑡

2.1 Preliminary
Def 1. Hierarchy. A hierarchy is made up by differentscale locations in a system, describing the spatial relationships among them. A 3-level hierarchy is shown in each

slice of Fig. 2, whose root denotes the entire system, first
level is made up by clusters, and leaves are stations. A
node in the 𝐿 level is denoted as 𝑆𝑘𝐿 where 𝑘 = 1, 2, ….
Def 2. Trip. A trip is a tuple 𝑡𝑟 = (𝑆𝑜2 , 𝜏𝑜 , 𝑆𝑑2 , 𝜏𝑑 ) describing that a bike is rented from station 𝑆𝑜2 at timestamp 𝜏𝑜
and returned to 𝑆𝑑2 at 𝜏𝑑 .
According to practical targets, deeper hierarchies can
be designed, and the model proposed in this paper can be
easily generalized to them. Considering notation brevity,
a general notation 𝑆 is adopted to stand for a randomscale location, i.e. a station or a cluster or the entire system, when distinguishing between them is not necessary.
1

t

t+1
System - S 0
Cluster - S 1
Station - S 2

Fig. 2. Hierarchy time series prediction problem
𝐿
Def 3. Check-out and check-in. A check-out 𝑥𝑘𝑡
means
how many customers want to rent a bike from location 𝑆𝑘𝐿
in period 𝑡, including the ones succeed or not. Similarly, a
𝐿
check-in 𝑦𝑘𝑡
describes how many customers want to return to location 𝑆𝑘𝐿 in 𝑡. Simplified notations 𝑥𝑡 and 𝑦𝑡 are
adopted to denote them at a general location 𝑆 in 𝑡.
Def 4. Hierarchy time series. A check-out hierarchy
time series is a sequence of hierarchies shown in Fig. 2,
where each hierarchy corresponds to a specific period
and each node is associated with a check-out at the corresponding location in that period. Hierarchy time series
has a Hierarchical Consistency (HC) property, i.e. the value at a parent node is equal to the sum of those at its children nodes.
Fig. 2 shows a hierarchy time series prediction problem, where a sequence of historical hierarchies (in periods
1, 2, … , 𝑡) is given and that in the target period 𝑡 + 1 is
required to be predicted. Note that the obtained predictions should guarantee the HC property.
Main Idea. Considering the fluctuating rent and random trip issues at each single station, we firstly cluster
stations into clusters, obtaining a three-level hierarchy
which has three kinds of locations with different scales.

• A city. The root of a hierarchy denotes the entire system whose rent and return are very regular. Root can
bound the values at clusters by HC property.
• A cluster. Each cluster is made up by several close stations. Our clustering aims at making the bike usage at
each cluster regular, thus can be predicted more accurately. As reposition among clusters is large-scale and
time-consuming, accurate cluster-level prediction is
required. Besides, check-out at each cluster not only
feeds back local information to root but also bounds
the values at its stations.
• A station. Although our model can largely improve the
station-level prediction accuracy, bike usage at each
station is too chaotic to be predicted as accurately as
that at each cluster. However, as station-level predictions are only referred to when conducting comple-
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mentary mini-scale reposition inner each cluster, which
is time-efficient and can largely depend on real-time
monitoring, we do not require much on their accuracy.
Besides, check-out at each station can feed back local
information to their parent clusters.
There are two ways to predict the check-out at differentscale locations discussed above while guaranteeing the
HC property. 1) Predict the check-out at root which is
then allocated to its descendant clusters and stations. This
method may ignore local information from clusters and
stations. 2) Predict the check-out at each station and then
infer those at higher levels by summing. This method
may accumulate error. Our model is to separately predict
the check-out at each location and collectively improve
them by a mutually reinforcement way, thus to guarantee
the HC property and obtain a higher prediction accuracy.

2.2 Framework
Fig. 3 elaborates the framework of our model, consisting of an offline process and an online one.

2.2.1 Offline Process
Adaptive Transition Constraint (AdaTC) Clustering.
To guarantee large-scale reposition can be effectively
conducted in advance, AdaTC algorithm clusters stations
into groups based on their geographical locations and
bike usage patterns.
Hierarchical Consistency Prediction (HCP) Model.
Obtaining a 3-level hierarchy, we formulate a check-out
hierarchy time series prediction problem as Fig. 2. A Similarity-based efficient Gaussian Process Regressor (SGPR)
is proposed to separately predict the check-out at each
location in the hierarchy. After obtaining original predictions, we design a General Least Square (GLS) formulation to collectively improve them, making the final prediction at each location more reasonable and accurate.
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ty of check-in in a hierarchy.

2.2.2 Online Process
Check-out Prediction. For a specific location 𝑆 in the
target period 𝑡 + 1, we extract real-time information from
time, meteorology, and events to form a feature vector
𝑆
𝑓𝑡+1
. Learned HCP model is then adopted to predict its
check-out based on the extracted feature.
Transition-based Inference (T-INF). Obtaining the
predicted citywide check-out and the learned transition
probability and ride duration, we design T-INF method to
infer the check-in at each location 𝑆 in 𝑡 + 1.

3 OFFLINE PROCESS
3.1 AdaTC Clustering Algorithm
Before digging into clustering methodology, we firstly
discuss the motivation and insight.

3.1.1 AdaTC Clustering Insight
Firstly, to make the check-out at each cluster more regular, we may want the stations in on cluster have similar
check-out patterns. Secondly, motivated by the random
inter-station transition example shown in Fig. 1 B), largescale reposition only need to guarantee that there are
bikes at station 𝑆1 or 𝑆2 or 𝑆3 and available docks at 𝑆4 or
𝑆5 or 𝑆6 or 𝑆7 . Customers from 𝐴 to 𝐵 can choose where to
rent and return themselves considering how many bikes
and docks are at each station. Besides, supplementary
mini-scale reposition among stations around 𝐴 or 𝐵 is also
conducted to bring more convenience to users. Therefore,
we respectively cluster the several stations around the
origin and destination to formulate two clusters, i.e. 𝑆1 , 𝑆2
and 𝑆3 make up one cluster and 𝑆4 , 𝑆5 , 𝑆6 and 𝑆7 make up
the other one. Consequently, 12 infrequent inter-station
transitions merge to 1 frequent inter-cluster one. To formally formulate the idea discussed above, we summarize
three constraints when designing the clustering algorithm.
 Geographical closeness. As customers need to choose
stations nearby to rent or return, and mini-scale reposition inner each cluster should be time-efficient, stations
in one cluster need to be close to each other.
 Similar check-out. Stations in one cluster should have
similar check-out patterns, i.e. their check-out increase
and decrease similarly, thus to make the check-out at
each cluster more regular.
 Concentrated transition. Stations in one cluster should
have similar transitions, i.e. they have similar origin
and destination clusters, thus to merge infrequent inter-station transitions into frequent inter-cluster ones.

Online Process

Fig. 3. Bike usage prediction framework
Transition and ride duration learning. Considering
the causality between rent and return, check-in at each
location is predicted by a Transition-based Inference (TINF) method. Two major components in T-INF are transition probability learning and ride duration learning. Each
time a bike is rented, we estimate where and when the
bike is to be returned to infer the check-in at each location
in the future. T-INF can implicitly ensure the HC proper-

To summarize, clusters obtained under these constraints
are made up by close stations with similar check-out and
transition patterns. Therefore, they can be considered as
function regions in a city, e.g. stations around a resident
area are very possible to form a cluster. This also brings
extra benefit to system management.

3.1.2 AdaTC Clustering Methodology
As shown in Fig. 4, AdaTC is an iterative process repeating three steps, i.e. Geo-Clustering, T-matrix Generation and T-Clustering.
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estimation [12]. Therefore, the first row in the T-matrix to
𝑆 should be (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1) by concatenating these two probability vectors. Other rows in the
matrix can be generated in a similar way.
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𝐺ℎ𝑘 = 𝜌1 × 𝑑ℎ𝑘 × 𝑑𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑘

(1)
(2)

Tab. 2. Time slots
Day
Weekday
Weekend
Holiday

2
2

0.5

0.2

Time

Time Slot

7:00am-11:00am

Morning rush hours

12:00pm-16:00pm

Day hours

17:00pm-21:00pm

Evening rush hours

9:00am-17:00pm

Trips hours

18:00pm-23:00pm

Evening hours

T-matrix Generation. Based on the 𝐾1 clusters obtained by Geo-Clustering, we generate a T-matrix 𝐴 for
each station 𝑆 to describe its transitions. A T-matrix has
five rows respectively corresponding to the five time-slots
in Tab. 2. Each row is made up by the ride-to-cluster and
return-from-cluster probability in the specific time slot. Fig.
5 gives an example where the ride-to-cluster probability of
a specific station 𝑆 is (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) while its returnfrom-cluster probability is (0.5, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1) in the morning
rush hours. They respectively describe how probable that
a bike rented from 𝑆 is to be returned to each cluster and
a bike returned to 𝑆 has been rented from each cluster in
the morning. They are estimated by maximum likelihood

0.2
3

3

groups, where 𝑛 is the total number of stations in a system and [ˑ] is a rounding operator.
The dissimilarity based on which Geo-Clustering is
conducted is a tradeoff between geographical distance
and check-out difference. Defining the check-out pattern
at a station 𝑆 by Eq. 1 where 𝑢𝑖 is the average check-out at
𝑆 in the 𝑖-th time slot in Tab. 2, we can measure the check1
out difference between two stations 𝑆ℎ and 𝑆𝑘 by 𝑑𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑘
=
|𝑈ℎ − 𝑈𝑘 |. Therefore, the dissimilarity between 𝑆ℎ and 𝑆𝑘
is estimated by Eq. 2 where 𝑑ℎ𝑘 is the geographical distance between them while 𝜌1 a tradeoff parameter. GeoClustering obtains 𝐾1 clusters denoted as 𝐶11 , 𝐶21 , … , 𝐶𝐾11 .
𝑈 = (∑

2

1
1

3

Geo-Clustering. Stations are firstly clustered into 𝐾1
groups according to their geographical locations and
check-out patterns by 𝐾-mean clustering. Initially, Geoclustering is conducted to all the stations in a system. For
the following times, Geo-clustering is conducted to stations in each cluster obtained by T-Clustering proportionally, i.e. assuming the number of stations in each cluster
obtained by T-Clustering is 𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , …, 𝑛𝐾2 , geo-clustering
respectively clusters the stations in each cluster into:
𝑛1 ×𝐾 1

2

0.1

Fig. 4. AdaTC clustering algorithm

[
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3
0.3
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Fig. 5. Station-cluster probability in the morning
T-Clustering. After obtaining a T-matrix for each station, T-Clustering step clusters the stations in a system
into 𝐾 2 groups by 𝐾-mean algorithm based on their Tmatrices. Dissimilarity between two stations 𝑆ℎ and 𝑆𝑘 is
estimated by Eq. 3 where 𝐴ℎ and 𝐴𝑘 are their T-matrices.
𝐾 2 clusters are obtained and denoted as 𝐶12 , 𝐶22 , … , 𝐶𝐾22 .
Parameters are set to ensure that 𝐾1 ≥ 𝐾 2 .
2
𝑑𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑘
= ||𝐴ℎ − 𝐴𝑘 ||2

(3)

Continually iterate these three steps until the iteration
threshold is reached. AdaTC outputs the final 𝐾1 clusters
obtained by Geo-Clustering step as the final results.

3.2 Hierarchical Consistency Prediction Model
Obtaining a three-level hierarchy after AdaTC, predicting the citywide check-out can be formulated as a hierarchy time series prediction problem as shown in Fig. 2. A
HCP model is proposed to solve this problem. HCP has
two components, i.e. a SGPR to separately predict the
check-out at each location and a GLS to collectively improve these original predictions. SGPR for each location 𝑆
has three steps1.
• Extract a feature for the location in each historical and
the target period as 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , …, 𝑓𝑡 and 𝑓𝑡+1 based on historical bike usage data and meteorology data. Each feature corresponds to an observed check-out at this location in their period, i.e. 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , …, 𝑥𝑡 and 𝑥𝑡+1 .
• Measure similarity between the target period and each
historical one via their features. Select the top−𝐼 similar
historical periods to 𝑡 + 1 which are denoted as:
𝑡+1
𝐻𝑡+1 = {(𝑓1𝑡+1 , 𝑥1𝑡+1 ), (𝑓2𝑡+1 , 𝑥2𝑡+1 ), … , (𝑓𝑀𝑡+1 , 𝑥𝑀
)}

and named as the 𝑀 −similar set to the target period.
• For target period 𝑡 + 1 associated with a feature 𝑓𝑡+1 ,
we adopt Gaussian Process Regressor (GPR) to predict
its check-out based on 𝐻𝑡+1 and obtain a prediction 𝑥̂𝑡+1 .
Our SGPR has four advantages. Firstly, the impacted
factors to bike usage are considered. As we adopt similarity to select training set for each target period, the data
unbalance issue can be addressed to some extent. Secondly, relationship between impacted features and check-out
is not assumed to be linear. As SGPR is a regressor without specifying function form, we can capture the nonlinearity in spatio-temporal data. Thirdly, training and
1

As SGPR treats each location fairly, location notation 𝑆 is ignored later.
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online prediction time for a traditional GPR are respectively cube and square of the training data size. However,
SGPR is trained and tested on a 𝑀 −similar set where
𝑀 ≪ 𝑁 (the original training data size), largely reducing
the time for learning and online prediction. Lastly, the
obtained prediction at each location by SGPR is not a scalar but a normal distribution, whose mean and variance
can be respectively considered as the predicted check-out
and its prediction confidence. Therefore, further adjustment can be collectively conducted by a mutual reinforcement way. These three steps in SGPR are to be illustrated one by one, after which GLS follows.

3.2.1 Feature Extraction
Features are extracted from external impacted factors.
As discussed above, three categories of impacted factors
are identified, i.e. time, meteorology and events.
Time. Two features related to time are identified, i.e.
the hour of day and the day of a week. Fig. 6 shows the
hourly check-out in the entire city in two weeks to confirm our claim. Besides the entire system, bike usage at a
specific location also largely fluctuates by hour and day
according to its geographical properties, e.g. check-out
around a resident area would be much larger in the
morning rush hours than those in other periods; a station
beside a tourism area would be more active at weekend
or on a holiday than on weekday.
4000
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2000

Sat.

2

0

150

200

250

300

Fig. 6. Hourly check-out in 1:336
Citi Bike system / thousand

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Def 5. Time Feature. A specific period 𝑡 has a 2-D time
feature 𝑝𝑡 = (𝑝𝑡1 , 𝑝𝑡2 ), whose two entries 𝑝𝑡1 and 𝑝𝑡2 respectively stand for the hour of day and the day of a week,
𝑝𝑡1 ∈ {0, 1, … , 23} and 𝑝𝑡2 ∈ {0, 1} where 𝑝𝑡2 = 0 means a
weekday and 𝑝𝑡2 = 1 is a weekend or a holiday.
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Fig. 7. Meteorology factors impact bike usage / thousand
Meteorology. Bike is a transportation model largely
being impacted by meteorology. We identify three major
related features, i.e. weather condition, temperature, and
wind. Fig. 7 A) shows the hourly check-out in the entire
system in some rainy hours (by a black curve) compared
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with the average check-out in the corresponding sunny
hours (by a red curve). As we can see, there are much
fewer users riding in rainy hours. Fig. 7 B) shows the
hourly check-out in 15:00 - 16:00 pm from Apr. to Oct.
2016. As the temperature from Apr. to Jun. keeps increasing, more and more people choose to ride while a too
high temperature in Jul. and Aug. prevents users from
riding. Besides, wind is another important feature.
Def 6. Meteorology Feature. A specific period 𝑡 has a 3D meteorology feature 𝑚𝑡 = (𝑚1𝑡 , 𝑚𝑡2 , 𝑚𝑡3 ) whose three
entries 𝑚1𝑡 , 𝑚𝑡2 and 𝑚𝑡3 respectively stand for the weather,
temperature, and wind speed. According to historical
data, weather conditions are summarized into four categories, i.e. clear-sunny, light-rain or snow, haze-fog, and
heavy-rain or snow. Therefore 𝑚1𝑡 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} denotes a
category index.
Event. Unexpected events also have significant effect
to bike usage. As event data are too hard to collect nor
measure, we adopt the recent check-out at each location
to report whether there is any unexpected event there.
This is because that events usually affect the bike usage at
a location for a long period. If a location has anomalous
check-out which is not caused by severe meteorology, we
can assume that it is caused events, which may continue
impacting the following periods here too. Fig. 8 shows the
hourly check-out at a station in Lower Manhattan on each
Saturday from Jul. to Sep. 2016. As we can see, the first
three Saturdays in Aug. has anomalous bike usage because that is the time when Summer Street was held there.
Besides, we can conclude that the activity impacted bike
usage there for a long duration on these days.

0

Jul. 50

100

Aug.

150

Sep.
200

1:200

Fig. 8. Summer street in Aug. impacts the bike usage
Def 7. Event Feature. A specific location 𝑆 in a specific
1
2
period 𝑡 has a 2-D feature 𝑒𝑆𝑡 = (𝑒𝑆𝑡
, 𝑒𝑆𝑡
) whose two en1
2
tries 𝑒𝑆𝑡 and 𝑒𝑆𝑡 respectively stand for the check-out at 𝑆 in
period 𝑡 − 1 and 𝑡 − 2. More recent periods can be incorporated although we only consider two here for simplicity.
As we can see, the time and meteorology features in a
specific period are global and shared by locations in a
hierarchy. However, event feature is local and specific to
each location, because unexpected events usually impact
some areas in a city instead of the whole one. Consequently, to each specific period 𝑡, we respectively extract a
1
2
6-D feature 𝑓𝑆𝑡 = (𝑝𝑡1 , 𝑝𝑡2 , 𝑚1𝑡 , 𝑚𝑡2 , 𝑚𝑡3 , 𝑒𝑆𝑡
, 𝑒𝑆𝑡
) for each location 𝑆 in the hierarchy.

3.2.2 Similarity Measurement
Time similarity. A discrimination function 𝜆0 is defined to measure the similarity between two time-features;
𝜆0 = 1 when they are the same, otherwise, 𝜆0 = 0.
Weather similarity. A symmetric matrix with six parameters as Eq. 4 is adopted to define the similarity function 𝜆1 for two weather conditions, e.g. to a weather pair
sunny (the first category) and heavy rainy (the fourth cate-
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gory), their similarity is 𝛼3 which is determined by the
parameter in the first row and the fourth column.
1

 1
 2

 3

1  2  3 
1  4  5 
4 1 6 

5 6 1 

(4)

Obviously, the more dissimilar two weather conditions
are, the larger their parameter is, thus we add constraints:
𝛼2 > 𝛼1 > 𝛼3 ; 𝛼5 > 𝛼4 > 𝛼1 ; 𝛼2 > 𝛼4 > 𝛼6 ; 𝛼5 > 𝛼6 > 𝛼3 .
Temperature Similarity. As temperature value is continuous, we adopt a Gaussian Kernel function 𝜆2 to
measure the similarity between two temperatures as Eq. 5,
where 𝜎1 is a parameter and named as the length-scale.
Here 𝑚𝑡21 and 𝑚2𝑡2 are the temperature values in 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 .
2

𝜆2 (𝑚𝑡21 , 𝑚2𝑡2 ) = exp(−𝜎1−2 × (𝑚2𝑡1 − 𝑚𝑡22 ) )

(5)

Similar with temperature, we measure the similarity
between two wind speeds by another Gaussian Kernel
function 𝜆3 with parameter 𝜎2 .
Event Similarity. Gaussian kernel function is again
adopted to measure how similar two event-features are
by Eq. 6 with parameter 𝜎3 . Considering that the event
feature is local and specific to each location, we adopt
normalized difference as Eq. 7 to the kernel function.
𝜆𝑆4 (𝑒𝑆𝑡1 , 𝑒𝑆𝑡2 ) = exp(−𝜎3−2 × 𝑍𝑡1𝑡2 )

(6)

𝑍𝑡1𝑡2 = ||𝑒𝑆𝑡1 − 𝑒𝑆𝑡2 ||2 × ||𝑒𝑆𝑡1 + 𝑒𝑆𝑡2 ||2 −1

(7)

Based on these estimated similarities related to each
factor, we can estimate the final similarity between two
periods 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 at a location 𝑆 by Eq. 8.
𝜆(𝑓1 , 𝑓2 |𝑆) = 𝜆0 × (𝜆1 + 𝜆2 + 𝜆3 + 𝜆𝑆4 )

(8)

Parameter Learning. Similarity estimation between
two periods at a specific location is based on the parameters Φ1 = {𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 , 𝛼5 , 𝛼6 , 𝜎1 , 𝜎2 , 𝜎3 }. However, we do
not have the ground truth about how two periods are
similar. Eq. 9 is adopted to approximate the similarity
between 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 at location 𝑆.
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑡1 , 𝑡2 |𝑆) = 1 − |𝑥𝑡𝑆1 − 𝑥𝑡𝑆2 | × |𝑥𝑡𝑆1 + 𝑥𝑡𝑆2 |−1

(9)

Here 𝑥𝑡𝑆1 and 𝑥𝑡𝑆1 denote the check-out at 𝑆 in 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 .
Eq. 9 means that whether two periods are similar or
not can be reported via their check-out. For a specific
location 𝑆, we choose its most dissimilar period-pairs to
obtain a set 𝐷𝑆1 and the most similar ones to obtain 𝐷𝑆2 .
Each similar period-pair is also required to be selected
from the same month because of the nonmonotonicity
property across months as shown in Fig. 7 B), where two
periods with similar check-out in different months may
have very different values. By assuming the monotonicity in each month, periods in the same month with similar check-out should have similar features. Parameters in
Φ1 can then be trained by Eq. 10, where 𝐷𝑆 = 𝐷𝑆1 ∪ 𝐷𝑆2 ; 𝛿
is a discriminant function that 𝛿 = 1 when (𝑡1 , 𝑡2 ) ∈ 𝐷𝑆1
while 𝛿 = −1 otherwise.
min ∑𝑆 ∑𝐷𝑆 𝛿(𝑡1 , 𝑡2 ) × 𝜆(𝑓1 , 𝑓2 |𝑆)

(10)

3.2.3. Similarity-based Gaussian Process Regressor
A Gaussian Process Regressor (GPR) [3] can be considered as a distribution of functions without a specific form,
which is commonly adopted to solve nonlinear regression
problems. A GPR has two components, i.e. a mean function 𝜇 and a covariance function 𝜅 whose most common
settings are as Eq. 11 and 12; 𝑎 and 𝝈4 are parameters.
𝜇(𝑓) = 0
2

𝜅(𝑓1 , 𝑓2 ) = 𝑎 ×

exp(−𝝈−2
4

(11)
2

× (𝑓1 − 𝑓2 ) )

(12)

Our SGPR is a natural extension of GPR. To a specific
location whose feature vector in the target period is 𝑓𝑡+1 ,
we firstly generate its 𝑀-similar training set:
𝑡+1 )}
𝐻𝑡+1 = {(𝑓1𝑡+1 , 𝑥1𝑡+1 ), (𝑓2𝑡+1 , 𝑥2𝑡+1 ), … , (𝑓𝑀𝑡+1 , 𝑥𝑀

GPR is then adopted to predict the value at 𝑓𝑡+1 based on
𝐻𝑡+1 by the following equations [3], where 𝑥̂𝑡+1 is the predicted check-out at the specific location in 𝑡 + 1.
2
𝑥̂𝑡+1 ~𝑵(𝜇𝑡+1 , 𝑐𝑡+1
)

(13)

𝜇𝑡+1 = 𝒌𝑡+1 (𝑲𝑡+1 )−1 𝑿𝑡+1

(14)

2
𝑐𝑡+1
= 𝑎2 − 𝒌𝑡+1 (𝑲𝑡+1 )−1 (𝒌𝑡+1 )′

(15)

Here (𝒌𝑡+1 )′ is the transpose of 𝒌𝑡+1 ; 𝒌𝑡+1 and 𝑿𝑡+1 and
𝑲𝑡+1 are respectively obtained by Eq. 16, 17 and 18.
𝒌𝑡+1 = [𝜅(𝑓𝑡+1 , 𝑓1𝑡+1 ), 𝜅(𝑓𝑡+1 , 𝑓2𝑡+1 ), … , 𝜅(𝑓𝑡+1 , 𝑓𝑀𝑡+1 )] (16)
𝑡+1 ′
𝑿𝑡+1 = [𝑥1𝑡+1 , 𝑥2𝑡+1 , … , 𝑥𝑀
]

[𝑲𝑡+1 ]𝑖𝑗 = 𝜅(𝑓𝑖𝑡+1 , 𝑓𝑗𝑡+1 ), 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, 2, … , 𝑀

(17)
(18)

A SGPR has parameters Φ2 = {𝑎, 𝝈4 } which are learned
by minimizing the total regression error on its validation
set. Considering the specificity of each location in a hierarchy, we separately learn a SGPR for each location, otherwise the prediction accuracy may be compromised if
different locations share a common SGPR.

3.2.4 GLS to guarantee the HC Property
Obtained SGPR is adopted to predict check-out at each
location in the target period. Each location can get a normal distribution whose mean is considered as the predicted check-out and variance is the prediction confidence.
As these mean values cannot guarantee the HC property,
GLS formulation is designed to collectively adjust them
by Eq. 19, where ω is a parameter; 𝑰 is an identity matrix.
̅ 𝑡+1 = 𝑿∗ × 𝑯
𝑿
−𝟏
−𝟏
−ω
𝑿∗ = argmin𝑿 (𝑿𝑯𝑼𝒕+𝟏
− 𝑰)𝜮𝑡+1
(𝑿𝑯𝑼𝒕+𝟏
− 𝑰)′

(19)
(20)

Here 𝑼𝑡+1 is a vector made up by the mean values corre1
sponding to (𝑆10 , 𝑆11 , … , 𝑆𝑚
, 𝑆12 , … , 𝑆𝑛2 ) in 𝑡 + 1 . Matrix 𝑯
describes the hierarchy structure, e.g. to the hierarchy in
Fig. 2, its structure matrix is as Eq. 21. Confidence matrix
𝜮𝑡+1 is a diagonal one whose entries are the confidence
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̅ 𝑡+1 is the final prediction
values corresponding to 𝑼𝑡+1 . 𝑿
for the check-out hierarchy in 𝑡 + 1.
1
1
0
𝑯= 1
0
0
[0

1
1
0
0
1
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
1]

(21)

GLS is based on the prediction confidence at each location, i.e. the larger the confidence, the smaller the modification to the original prediction. By improving the original predictions at different-scale locations collectively via
a mutual reinforcement way, GLS considers both global
and local information in a system, improving the prediction accuracy and guarantee the HC property.

3.3 Inter-Cluster Transition Learning
Considering the causality between rent and return,
predicting where and when a rented bike is to be returned is very important for check-in inference. We only
discuss how to learn inter-cluster transition probability
and ride duration here while the inter-station ones can be
obtained in a same way.

3.3.1 Inter-Cluster Transition Matrices
From one cluster to another one, the transition probability in 𝑡 describes how probable that a bike rented from
the first cluster in 𝑡 is to be returned to the second one.
Only rent time is constrained to 𝑡 while the return time
can be a random possible value. Based on the transition
probability introduced above, we define the inter-cluster
transition matrix in 𝑡 as 𝑇𝑅𝑡 whose entry (𝑇𝑅𝑡 )𝑖𝑘 describes
the transition probability from cluster 𝑖 to 𝑘 in period 𝑡.
As we can imagine, the inter-cluster transition probability varies from time to time. Besides, transitions are
impacted by events. However, meteorology does not obviously affect the transitions any more, e.g. when the
weather is severe, most customers change to another
transportation mode instead of changing their destinations. Therefore, to estimate the transitions, we only consider two factors, i.e. time and event.
Time factor. For simplicity, we assume that the transition probability is constant in each time slot in Tab. 2.
Therefore, for each time slot, we estimate the transition
matrices under normal conditions without unexpected
events by maximum likelihood estimation [12] on the historical bike usage data generated in this time slot. Data
generated under or not under events are not distinguished in this step as unexpected events rarely happen,
thus almost not impact the estimation results. Intercluster transition matrix for a normal period is ̅̅̅̅
𝑇𝑅𝑡 .
Event factor. As discussed previously, event data are
too hard to collect, thus we adopt transitions in the most
recent period to report whether any unexpected event
happened at any location. To a specific cluster 𝑆 in 𝑡 ,
whether its transition pattern is impacted by events is
̅̅̅̅𝑡 )𝑆 denotes the row in matrix
judged by Eq. 22 where (𝑇𝑅
̅̅̅̅
𝑇𝑅𝑡 corresponding to cluster 𝑆 while 𝑇𝑟𝑡𝑆 is the practically
observed transition probability at 𝑆 in 𝑡; 𝜔 is a threshold.
̅̅̅̅𝑡1 )𝑆 − 𝑇𝑟𝑡𝑆 ||2 > 𝜔
||(𝑇𝑅

(22)

If Eq. 22 is satisfied, unexpected events happened at cluster 𝑆 in 𝑡, thus we update the normal inter-cluster transi̅̅̅̅𝑡+1 by replacing its row corresponding to
tion matrix 𝑇𝑅
cluster 𝑆 with its most recent transition probability 𝑇𝑟𝑡𝑆 .

3.3.2 Inter-Cluster Ride Duration
Meteorology, time, and events are no longer important
impacted factors to ride duration, e.g. traffic jam usually
leads to longer travel time for vehicles but not bikes, severe weather conditions which may significantly impact
the ride duration make users choose another transportation mode instead of spending much more time to ride.
Therefore, we learn a constant ride duration distribution
for each pair of clusters.
According to historical data, majority of the trips can
be completed in less than one hour, thus we constrain the
ride duration between any pair of clusters to a common
interval 𝐼 = (0, 3600], where second is the unit. Considering two clusters 𝑆𝑢 and 𝑆𝑣 , we discretize 𝐼 into tiny time
windows as {𝐼1 , 𝐼2 , … , 𝐼𝑇 } and obtain a multinomial distribution 𝐷𝑢𝑣 to measure the ride duration between 𝑆𝑢 and
𝑆𝑣 . The 𝑖 −th entry in 𝐷𝑢𝑣 means the probability that a trip
between cluster 𝑆𝑢 and 𝑆𝑣 may take 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 ∈ 𝐼𝑖 seconds.
Each tiny time window is set as 1 minute in our work.

4 ONLINE PROCESS
Online process to predict the check-out at each location
is intuitive. Although we can also adopt HCP to predict
check-in, it does not consider the causality between rent
and return. A T-INF method is designed to predict the
check-in at each location. We only elaborate how to infer
that for each cluster here while that for station is the same.
Denote the target period as 𝑡 + 1 = (𝜏, 𝜏 + 1], check-in
to cluster 𝑆 in 𝑡 + 1 is made up by two parts as Fig. 9.
 Black arrows stand for the bikes which have been rented before 𝜏 and are to be returned to 𝑆 in 𝑡 + 1. Assume those bikes which are rented before 𝜏 and have
not been returned yet as 𝐵 = {𝑏1 , 𝑏2 , … }. To the 𝑗 −th
bike in 𝐵, its origin cluster is denoted as 𝑆𝑗 . As the
maximum ride duration is constrained to one hour,
each bike in 𝐵 is surely to be returned in 𝑡 + 1. Based
on inter-cluster transition probability matrix, we estimate the expectation of bikes in 𝐵 that are to be returned to 𝑆 in 𝑡 + 1 by Eq. 23.
𝑆1
𝐸𝑡+1
= ∑𝑏𝑗 ∈𝐵 𝑝(𝑆𝑗 → 𝑆|𝑇𝑅𝑡 )

(23)

 Red arrows denote the bikes which are to be rented in
𝑡 + 1 and are to be returned to cluster 𝑆 before 𝜏 + 1.
Dividing the target period (𝜏, 𝜏 + 1] into tiny time
windows as (𝜏, 𝜏 + ∆] , (𝜏 + ∆, 𝜏 + 2 × ∆] , …, (𝜏 + 1 −
∆, 𝜏 + 1] where ∆ is a tiny time length such as 1 minute.
Assuming the predicted check-out at a random cluster
Λ
Λ in period 𝑡 + 1 is 𝑥̅𝑡+1
, we can estimate its check-out
Λ
in each tiny time window as 𝑥̅𝑡+1
× ∆. A bike rented
from Λ in the 𝑟-th time window has 1 − 𝑟 × ∆ time left
to be returned to 𝑆 before 𝜏 + 1, thus its corresponding
return probability is calculated by Eq. 24. Therefore,
expectation of bikes to be rented in 𝑡 + 1 and returned
to 𝑆 in 𝑡 + 1 can be estimated by Eq. 25.
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1−𝑟×𝛿

𝑃(𝑟, 𝑆, 𝑡 + 1) = 𝑝(Λ → 𝑆|𝑇𝑅𝑡+1 ) × ∫0

𝐷Λ→𝑆

𝑆2
Λ
𝐸𝑡+1
= ∑Λ ∑𝑟 𝑥̅𝑡+1
× ∆ × 𝑃(𝑟, 𝑆, 𝑡 + 1)

(24)

data size, 𝑥𝑡𝑆 is the ground truth of check-out or check-in
at 𝑆 in 𝑡 while 𝑥̅𝑡𝑆 is the corresponding prediction.

(25)

1

𝑒1 =

Consequently, the check-in at 𝑆 in 𝑡 + 1 can be predicted
𝑆
𝑆1
𝑆2
as the sum of these two expectations as 𝑦̅𝑡+1
= 𝐸𝑡+1
+ 𝐸𝑡+1
.

𝑀∗

𝑒2 = √

1
𝑀∗

∑𝑡 ∑𝑆|𝑥̅𝑡𝑆 − 𝑥𝑡𝑆 | ×

1

(27)

𝑥𝑡𝑆

∑𝑡 ∑𝑆((𝑥̅𝑡𝑆 − 𝑥𝑡𝑆 ) ×

1
𝑥𝑡𝑆

)2

(28)

C

S

Geo-Clustering algorithm (GC). Geo-Clustering step in
AdaTC algorithm. GCI means the parameter 𝜌1 in Eq. 2 is
set to zero while 𝜌1 = +∞ for GCII.
t

t+1

t+2

Seasonal Historical Average (SHA). Bike usage at a location is predicted by the average of historical usage there
in the same hour of day and on the same day of a week.

Fig. 9. Components making up check-in

5 EVALUATION
Experiments are conducted to confirm the effectiveness of our model. Each period is set as 1 hour. As there is
not a ground truth to the real check-out nor check-in at
each station in each period, methods in previous works
[10][13][26] based on station status data2 are adopted to
approximate them by Eq. 26. Here 𝑜𝑡𝑆 means how many
bikes have been rented from 𝑆 in 𝑡 and 𝑇𝐿𝑆𝑡 is the time
length in period 𝑡 when station 𝑆 has available bikes.
Check-in is approximated similarly.
𝑥𝑡𝑆 = 𝑜𝑡𝑆 × |𝑡| × (𝑇𝐿𝑆𝑡 )−1

(26)

5.1 Metrics and Baselines
Real-world data from Citi Bike system in New York
City and Capital Bikeshare system in Washington D.C.
are adopted to evaluate our model.
Tab. 3. Real-world datasets
Data Sources
Bike
Data

Meteorology
Data

NYC

D.C.

# Stations

389

334

# Records

6, 075, 887

1, 737, 461

4, 520

4, 712

214

337

361

43

Weather
(# hours)






41

44

Temperature / °𝐶

(−3, 36)

(3, 37)

Wind speed / mph

(0, 21)

(0, 24)

Bike usage data contain many historical trips describing where and when each bike is rented and returned.
Meteorology data include records describing the weather
condition, temperature and wind speed in each period.
Our experiments are only conducted to the principle systems which cover the urban centers, because stationstatus data are only available there. More data details are
summarized in Tab. 3 where  to  respectively denote
the four weather categories. Historical data from Apr. to
Aug. 2016 are set as training data while those in Sep. are
adopted for validation. Model is tested on data in Oct.
Metric. Mean Absolute Error Rate (MAER) and Root
Mean Squared Error Rate (RMSER) are respectively defined as Eq. 27 and 28, where 𝑀 ∗ = ∑𝑡 ∑𝑆 1 is the testing
2

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/citibike-hackers

Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) [1]. SARIMA is a commonly used prediction method for time series.
ARIMAX. SARIMA with exogenous variables that are
discussed in our paper.
WKNN [10]. Given a location and 𝑡 + 1, we select its very
similar periods and estimate the bike usage there and
then by the weighted average over these similar periods.
Linear Regressor (LR). Linear regression on the impacted
factors discussed previously.
Multi-Similarity based Prediction (MSP) [9]. Model in
conference paper, which is a top-down hierarchy time
series prediction strategy.
UP. UP is a bottom-up hierarchy time series prediction
strategy, which firstly predicts values at leaves and then
adds certain of them to obtain those in upper levels.
If the HC property can be guaranteed by each prediction model is summarized in Tab. 4.
Tab. 4. HC property comparison
Model

SHA

SARIMA

ARIMAX

WKNN

HC Property

✓







Model

LR

MSP

UP

HCP

HC Property



✓

✓

✓

5.2 Experiment Results
Experiments on data from Citi Bike are detailly analyzed and discussed; then we show some prediction results on data from Capital Bikeshare to confirm that our
model is widely applicable.

5.2.1. Clustering Algorithm
AdaTC algorithm has three parameters 𝜌1 , 𝐾1 , and 𝐾 2 .
Parameter 𝜌1 is to tradeoff the geographical distance and
check-out dissimilarity, while 𝐾1 and 𝐾 2 respectively determine how many groups the stations are clustered into
in Geo-Clustering and T-Clustering step. For simplicity,
we tune them one by one.
Tab. 5. Clustering result comparison
Algorithm
Distance / km
Dissimilarity
Concentration

GCI
0.53
0.17
0.39

AdaTC
0.91
0.14
0.41

GCII
3.66
0.07
0.23
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Fig 10. Parameter tuning and clustering algorithm comparison
Conduct Geo-Clustering by setting 𝜌1 ∈ {0, 0.1, … , 1.5}
and 𝐾1 ∈ {40, 41, … , 60} . Clustering results are then
measured by the average inner-cluster geographical distance and check-out dissimilarity. Fig. 10 A) and B) show
these two metrics respectively averaged over 𝐾1 ∈
{40, … , 60} for each specific 𝜌1 value. As we can see, an
increasing 𝜌1 makes the distance increase while the dissimilarity to decrease. This is very reasonable considering
its tradeoff role. Parameter value 𝜌1 = 0.4 is chosen not
only because it is an elbow point in B) but also that its
corresponding distance in A) is acceptable.
Set 𝜌1 = 0.4 and conduct Geo-Clustering. Estimate the
above two metrics for each 𝐾1 ∈ {40, … , 60} and respectively show them in Fig. 10 C) and D). As we can see,
there is not an obvious elbow point. However, as a large
value for 𝐾1 may compromise the regularity of bike usage
at each cluster, we select the parameter value 𝐾1 = 50 to
ensure that each cluster is neither too large, thus can constrain the inner-cluster distance, nor too tiny to ensure
that the bike usage in each cluster is regular.
To tune another parameter 𝐾 2 , a new metric is required to measure how concentrated the inter-cluster
transitions are. For simplicity, we measure this by firstly
summing the largest one hundred entries in the intercluster transition matrix in each time slot, and then average these sums over time slot, to obtain the final concentration metric, the larger, the better. Setting 𝜌1 = 0.4 and
𝐾1 = 50, AdaTC is conducted for each 𝐾 2 ∈ {20, 21, … , 40}.
How 𝐾 2 impacts the inner-cluster distance, check-out
dissimilarity, and transition concentration are respectively
shown in Fig. 10 E), F), and G). As we can see, when 𝐾 2
increases, inner-cluster distance keeps decreasing. However, there is a tradeoff between inner-cluster dissimilarity and transition concentration, i.e. an increasing 𝐾 2
makes the dissimilarity increase although the concentration increases too. Considering this tradeoff, parameter
value 𝐾 2 = 30 is chosen to guarantee that the dissimilarity and concentration are both acceptable.
However, different parameter values can be selected
according to specific requirements and targets of the practical problem, e.g. if making the check-out patterns in
each cluster similar is more important, we can decrease
𝐾 2 to reduce the dissimilarity by sacrificing some transition concentration.

Obtaining these three parameters, we conduct AdaTC,
GCI and GCII respectively. Clustering results are summarized in Tab. 5. As we can see, GCI can guarantee stations
in one cluster to be close but cannot reduce their checkout dissimilarity. GCII ensures stations in one cluster have
similar check-out patterns while performing the worst
considering the other two metrics. AdaTC is a tradeoff of
them, making every metric acceptable. Besides, AdaTC
can reduce cluster-level prediction error, which is to be
discussed in 5.2.3.

5.2.2 Check-out and Check-in Prediction Results
Check-out at each location is predicted by HCP and
seven baselines. Tab. 6 summarizes the prediction error of
each model; values highlighted by grey correspond to
anomalous periods, which are defined as those whose
weather condition is not in the first category sunny; other
values correspond to all testing periods; − means the
model is not applicable here or the prediction results here
are directly adopted from another baseline, thus is not
necessary to list again. As we do not require much for
station-level prediction accuracy, results at cluster and in
the whole city are discussed firstly. Some results of station-level prediction are to be shown later.
As shown in Tab. 6, SHA and SARIMA perform much
worse than others as they only consider the hour of day
and day of a week as impacted factors but not the meteorology nor events. WKNN is similar with SHA as they
both predict by average value. However, as WKNN considers more external impacted factors, it largely outperforms SHA, confirming that the factors we discussed previously are reasonable and really impact the bike usage in
a system. ARIMAX and LR, which consider those external
factors too, performs much better than WKNN. As both
them are regression method, they are more capable to
capture how external factors impact bike usage, especially
for those anomalous periods whose factors change largely.
Comparing ARIMAX and LR, we conclude that LR is better, especially for suddenly change points in the time series, e.g. the anomalous ones; this may be because that
ARIMAX cannot capture the influence from events but
cares more about seasonal periods.
MSP, UP and HCP can guarantee the HC property in a
hierarchy, each of which corresponds to one kind of hier-
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archy time series prediction strategy, i.e. MSP is top-down;
UP is bottom-up; HCP is optimal combination. MSP is
similar with WKNN, i.e. both them predict by weighted
average. However, MSP does not predict cluster-level nor
station-level bike usage directly, but by allocating the total
usage in the whole city to each cluster or station. As we
can see, MSP not only beats WKNN but also outperforms
ARIMAX and LR, confirming that leveraging the total
bike usage to bound those at each cluster and station is
useful. However, UP does not perform satisfactorily,
which we think is also reasonable. As bike usage at each
station is too fluctuating to predict accurately, it is almost
impossible to accurately predict those in higher levels by
adding the certain of them. Our proposed model HCP
which predicts bike usage at each location by an optimal

combination strategy performs the best. As HCP considers both global information, i.e. the total usage in the city,
and local information, i.e. the usage at each station, via a
mutual reinforcement way based on their confidence, it is
reasonable that it beat MSP and UP. Besides improving
prediction accuracy, HCP can guarantee the HC property,
thus bring extra practical system management benefit.
Check-in prediction error of each model for all testing
periods and the anomalous ones are summarized in Tab.
7. Comparison and discussion to Tab. 7 are similar with
those to Tab. 6. Main difference is that there is another
method, i.e. TINF. As we can see, TINF outperforms the
seven baselines and HCP significantly, for both common
and anomalous periods; this is because TINF additionally
considers the causality between check-out and check-in.

Tab 6. Prediction error for check-out in Citi Bike
Model
SHA
SARIMA
ARIMAX
WKNN
LR
MSP
UP
HCP

City

Cluster

City

Cluster

MAER

RMSER

MAE

RMSER

MAE

RMSER

MAE

RMSER

0.4
0.41
0.27
0.3
0.25
0.26
0.19

1.05
1.09
0.67
0.85
0.44
0.36
0.28

0.73
0.75
0.55
0.62
0.61
0.52
0.64
0.51

2.21
2.18
1.42
1.78
1.28
1.09
1.33
0.99

1.77
1.84
1.09
1.4
0.56
0.48
0.4

2.7
2.84
1.71
2.2
0.9
0.62
0.51

2.47
2.57
1.57
2.01
1.19
0.93
1.13
0.79

5.43
5.32
3.27
4.32
2.39
1.94
2.19
1.39

Tab 7. Prediction error for check-in in Citi Bike
Model
SHA
SARIMA
ARIMAX
WKNN
LR
MSP
UP
HCP
TINF

City

Cluster

City

Cluster

MAER

RMSER

MAE

RMSER

MAE

RMSER

MAE

RMSER

0.37
0.39
0.28
0.28
0.26
0.27
0.21
-

0.9
1.03
0.7
0.74
0.38
0.35
0.29
-

0.66
0.7
0.53
0.56
0.55
0.5
0.66
0.48
0.43

1.79
1.95
1.4
1.49
1.08
1.01
1.37
0.92
0.69

1.5
1.71
1.12
1.2
0.49
0.46
0.39
-

2.31
2.66
1.78
1.9
0.69
0.58
0.54
-

2.09
2.29
1.45
1.69
0.96
0.82
1.12
0.78
0.6

4.16
4.64
3.19
3.51
1.75
1.61
2.16
1.5
0.95

Tab 8. Station-level prediction MAER in Citi Bike
Model

SHA

SARIMA

ARIMAX

WKNN

LR

MSP

UP

HCP

TINF

Check-out
Check-in

0.85
0.73

0.85
0.74

0.68
0.6

0.76
0.64

0.82
0.69

0.69
0.62

0.69
0.59

0.68
0.6

0.54

Tab 9. Cluster-level prediction error in Capital Bikeshare
Model
SHA
SARIMA
ARIMAX
WKNN
LR
MSP
UP
HCP
TINF

Check-out

Check-in

MAER

RMSER

MAE

RMSER

MAE

RMSER

MAE

RMSER

0.63
0.62
0.51
0.58
0.68
0.59
0.61
0.55
-

1.76
1.72
1.04
1.48
1.26
1.08
1.12
0.94
-

2.64
2.59
1.06
2.15
0.76
0.73
0.74
0.71
-

6.11
5.95
2.51
4.86
1.41
1.39
1.41
1.02
-

0.59
0.58
0.48
0.55
0.62
0.55
0.58
0.54
0.45

1.83
1.77
1.05
1.53
1.09
1.02
1.05
0.99
0.66

2.59
2.53
1.09
2.08
0.7
0.72
0.73
0.73
0.66

6.49
6.26
2.76
5.2
1.43
1.5
1.52
1.34
0.87
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Station-level prediction MAER are shown in Tab. 8.
Although our model has already improved the stationlevel prediction accuracy, they cannot be as good as those
at cluster. According to historical data in Citi Bike, 70 percentages of the hourly station-level check-out is not larger
than 5. Besides, considering its largely fluctuating property, it is reasonable that station-level check-out is almost
impossible to be predicted accurately. On the other hand,
station-level prediction is only referred to when conducting complementary mini-scale reposition inner cluster,
whose average distance is hundreds of meters which is
short to a reposition vehicle. In practical system operation,
mini-scale reposition can largely depend on real-time
monitoring considering its high efficiency; therefore, we
do not discuss station-level bike usage prediction much.

5.2.3 Prediction based on Different Clustering Results
To confirm that AdaTC is a good clustering algorithm
which can help to improve prediction accuracy, we do:
 Adopt HCP to predict cluster-level check-out respectively based on clustering results obtained by GCI,
AdaTC and GGII.
 Adopt TINF to predict cluster-level check-in respectively based on the above three clustering results.
Fig. 10 H) shows the prediction RMSER for check-in,
where the red curve is for all testing periods while the
black one is for anomalous periods. As we can see, AdaTC
outperforms GCI and GCII. This is reasonable as none of
GCI nor GCII considers the transition concentration
among clusters, thus cannot predict the inter-cluster transition accurately, which is important in TINF.
Considering space limit, we ignore the figure for
check-out prediction, but summarize their results as
GCII>AdaTC>GCI where > means better than; this is because that GCII can guarantee the regularity of check-out
at each cluster, thus making prediction easier. However,
AdaTC can also guarantee the regularity to some extent.
Considering both check-out and check-in, AdaTC is the
most appropriate clustering algorithm.

5.2.4 Prediction Results on Data from DC
To confirm that our model is widely applicable, experiments on real-world data from Capital Bikeshare are
conducted. Stations in DC are clustered into 40 groups.
Cluster-level check-out and check-in prediction error are
summarized in Tab. 9. As we can see, HCP for check-out
and TINF for check-in outperform other prediction baselines significantly too. Results for city-level and stationlevel prediction are not shown here for space limit, however, they also support the conclusion that our model
largely outperform the baselines.

6 RELATED WORK
Related studies are summarized into two groups, i.e.
bike usage mining and system operation.
Jon Froehlich et al. [4] provided a spatio-temporal
analysis to station-level bike usage, i.e. the check-out pattern and available-bike pattern at each station, on data
from Bicing in Barcelona. The paper also identified shared
behaviors across stations and how these behaviors are
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related to locations, neighborhoods and time by a clustering technique. Besides, the authors compared four simple
prediction models, i.e. last value, historical mean, historical trend and Bayesian network, to predict the number of
available bikes in a coming period. Kaltenbrunner et al. [5]
also worked on data from Bicing. They detected the spatio-temporal mobility pattern in a system to predict the
number of available bikes at each station. Borgnat et al. [6]
provided spatio-temporal analysis to Velo’v which is a
bike-sharing system in Lyon. The authors predicted the
total check-out of a system in each hour of a day by a
combination model, i.e. a non-stationary amplitude for a
given day added with a fluctuation at each specific hour
in a day. Ride duration and inter-station transition are
also investigated. Vogel et al. [7] predicted the check-out
at each station by adopting a time series analysis method
similar with [6] but they also considered the effect from
weather factors. Yoon et al. [8] presented a personal journey advisor application to a bike-sharing system. One
main technique in their work to predict the number of
available bikes and docks at each station is an ARIMA
model which considers spatial interaction and temporal
factors. The authors evaluated their model on Dublin system to confirm a good performance of their journey advisor. Raviv et al. [22] proposed an inventory model to design the bike inventory for each station in each period
thus to minimize the customer loss and dissatisfaction
there. Numerical study on real-world data from Capital
Bike-Share is presented in their work. Their system simulation is also based on station-level check-out and checkin prediction. On the historical bike usage data from Citi
Bike, Li et al. [9] proposed a more flexible model which
considers two kinds of external impacted factors, i.e. the
time and the meteorology, to predict the check-out and
check-in at each station cluster. Liu et al. [10] and Yang et
al. [11] further developed this work later to predict the
station-level bike usage. Instead of targeting at bike usage
prediction, Chen et al. [14] proposed a dynamic clusterbased model to predict which cluster is to be overdemand in the future, thus more attention can be paid to
them in practical system operation.
Studies in system operation mainly focus on bike reposition including static reposition, dynamic reposition and
user-based reposition, among which the first two are
conducted by system operators while the third one is
based on bike users. Static bike reposition means the reposition process is conducted when the system is closed
or in the night while the dynamic one means repositioning when system operates. To solve these two problems,
optimization models [17][16][19][20][23][24] based on
check-out and check-in prediction are usually adopted.
The objectives are to minimize the customer loss, customer dissatisfaction or the total reposition distance, etc. Li et
al. [13] proposed a reinforcement learning based model to
conduct dynamic bike reposition in Citi Bike to minimize
the total customer loss in a long period. User-based reposition approaches [27][28][29] mean that system operators
offer money to users and ask them to rent or return at
specific stations. User-based strategies are more flexible in
practical system operation although it is hard to estimate
how much money to offer.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
Our work solves the citywide bike usage prediction
problem in a bike-sharing system. An AdaTC clustering
algorithm is firstly proposed to cluster stations in a system into min-clusters. A HCP model considering external
impacted factors is then proposed to predict the check-out
throughout a city. HCP can guarantee the HC property of
a hierarchy thus largely improves the prediction accuracy.
To predict the check-in at each location, we further design
a TINF method to infer how many bikes are to be returned there in the future. TINF considering the causality
between rent and return, thus can obtain better performance than baselines. Experiments on real-world data are
conducted to confirm the effectiveness of our model. For
future work, we mean to generalize our model to consider
more spatio-temporal data sources and deeper hierarchies.
Real event data can be collected and considered too.
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